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But she saw that Yue Feng had already started to undress and lay directly on the sofa.
“You…” Zhou Qin glared at him, forget it, he was sleeping on the sofa anyway.
And Yue Feng, who was on the sofa, also took out his mobile phone at this time. There
is a reason to sleep here.
It’s so late, if Liu Xuan goes home by herself, she won’t be able to sleep well again, and
she disturbs Shen Man, so she has to listen to her nagging again.
After a while, Zhou Qin came out again, and then pointed to the sofa: “You will sleep
here tonight, be honest, don’t run around.”
After saying this, Zhou Qin quickly walked to the bedroom .
After a while, she came out with her clothes and walked into the bathroom.
When he was about to close the door, Zhou Qin almost had some concerns and
glanced at Yue Feng.
Before she could speak, Yue Feng laughed: “Don’t worry, I won’t peek.”
Zhou Qin blushed, closed the door, and her heartbeat inexplicably quickened a lot.
Soon, the sound of rushing water came from the bathroom.
The decoration of her house is European style, and the door of the bathroom is the kind
of frosted glass. Although he couldn’t see what was inside clearly, from Yue Feng’s
point of view, he could see the vague outline of Zhou Qin inside.
Yue Feng could clearly see every movement of Zhou Qin as the water flowed from the
bathroom.
Gudong!
After thinking about it, he couldn’t help but secretly swallowed his saliva.
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I didn’t expect to sleep here, there are such benefits. I sighed in my heart, and suddenly
the phone vibrated.

Another message from Xiao Yuruo.
When he opened his phone, Yue Feng was stunned.
There are seventy or eighty messages! It was all from Xiao Yuruo!
From the afternoon to the present, it is posted almost every half an hour, and the
content inside is basically ‘Are you there? ”Yue Feng, what are you busy with? ‘some
type of.
Are you in such a hurry to find me, is there any urgency?
Yue Feng muttered and called her.
At this moment.
Xiao family.
Xiao Yuruo, who was wearing pajamas, saw the phone ringing, a look of joy flashed on
her face, and her heartbeat accelerated inexplicably.
After looking for him for so long, I finally got a message back.
In fact, looking for him, it doesn’t matter.
Ever since he was misunderstood by his father, he would think of Yue Feng when he
was fine. At the thought of being misunderstood, Xiao Yuruo felt shy.
And today I suddenly wanted to chat with him. Who knows, he replied so late.
However, Xiao Yuruo was not angry at all, on the contrary, she was a little excited.
When he answered the phone, he heard Yue Feng say, “What’s the matter, is there
something urgent?”
Was he worried about himself? Xiao Yuruo bit her lip, unable to hide her joy: “It’s okay, I
just want to know what you are doing.” Is it
okay?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned.
From the afternoon to the present, seventy or eighty messages have been sent. Does
this seem to be okay?
Yue Feng said with a half-smile, “Oh, you don’t miss me, do you?”

Shuh!
On the other side of the phone, Xiao Yuruo’s face turned red all of a sudden, and her
tone became obviously unnatural: “I… why do I miss you?”
Feeling the shyness in Xiao Yuruo’s tone, Yue Feng felt inexplicably relieved. But
suddenly I remembered an important thing, and I changed the topic: “By the way, your
Xiao family is an antique family, do you have some ancient books that record
weapons?” The
blood drinking sword was upgraded for no reason today, which made Yue Feng engage
in I don’t understand whether this blood-drinking sword is a garbage weapon or a good
weapon.
“There should be one in my father’s study.” Xiao Yuruo thought for a while, then replied,
“I’ll go and find it for you.”
As she was talking, she heard Xiao Yuruo’s voice coming downstairs from the phone.
Within two minutes, Xiao Yuruo said shyly, “I found a copy, do you want to get it now?”
There was
a kind of apprehension and nervousness in her tone.
After speaking, her face turned red again.
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How do you feel? Asking Yue Feng like this is like going out on a date with him in the
middle of the night.
Yue Feng waved his hand and said, “No need, I’ll find you tomorrow.”
Hearing this, Xiao Yuruo felt a little disappointed, and said softly, “That’s fine. I’ll wait for
your call tomorrow.
” At this moment, Zhou Qin also came out of the bathroom.
Although she was wearing a more conservative pajamas, she still couldn’t hide her sexy
curves.
Wearing long hair, it was wet on the shoulders of the fragrance. Because of the fresh
bath, there was a hint of flushing on the delicate face, which was indescribably
charming.

Yue Feng’s eyes were straight, and he finally understood why the ancients would say
‘beautiful and delicious’.
Being stared at by Yue Feng, his face became hot, Zhou Qin glared at him and said
forcibly calmly: “Why haven’t you slept yet.” Yue
Feng smiled: “I’m waiting for you to help me identify the sword.”
Feng took out the blood-drinking sword from his body.
Under the dim light of the living room, the Blood Drinking Sword circulated a strange
blood-colored halo. The long dragon carved on the sword was extremely domineering!
Seeing this sword, Zhou Qin’s eyes lit up, and he was about to walk over
subconsciously.
As the captain of the police station, Senior Sister Emei, Zhou Qin can be sure that this
sword is definitely not a red-ranked weapon. This sword is three feet two inches long,
and the red dragon engraved on it is lifelike!
Definitely a good sword!
Zhou Qin took a step forward, but at this moment, she happened to see Yue Feng’s
eyes.
Looking up and down at myself.
Zhou Qin blushed suddenly: “I’m tired today, let’s do it another day.”
This dead Yuefeng, knowing that I was wearing pajamas, deliberately led me over.
It’s not at all serious!
Thinking of this, Zhou Qin felt even more shy in her heart. She said no more, turned
around and hurried into the bedroom, and then locked the door.
Hearing Zhou Qin locked the bedroom door, Yue Feng was disappointed and funny.
As expected of the captain of the criminal investigation team, he is still very vigilant at
critical times.
After muttering, the sleepiness struck, Yue Feng yawned, lay on the sofa, and closed
his eyes.
–Recently

, Donghae City has been very unstable, and many major events have occurred.
The most sensational is the Dafeng Real Estate Company, which was officially
established.
No one knows who the owner of Dafeng Real Estate is, everyone only knows that the
boss of this company is not simple and has a close relationship with Ziyu Company. Not
only that, but also has a very close relationship with the Black Tiger Group and the
Estee Cosmetics Company.
Fools all know that this Gale real estate has great potential.
Today is the opening ceremony of Dafeng Real Estate. The square in front is full of
balloons and all kinds of luxury cars. Today, the company opened, and almost all
celebrities from all walks of life in Donghai City were invited.
After all, with the establishment of such a new company, everyone wants to come and
know each other. As the saying goes, one more friend leads to more paths. In the upper
classes, this sentence is absolutely true. From a distance, the people who come here
are all in suits and leather shoes, either from famous families, from the society, or from
business.
Even the media was shocked.
At the ceremony, of course, the most eye-catching person in the audience was Zhao Lu,
the general manager.
Zhao Lu is wearing a long wine red dress today, which is charming and sexy, yet
dignified.
It has to be said that beauty is the focus everywhere. Many people looked at Zhao Lu’s
figure consciously or unintentionally, and Zhao Lu was not only beautiful, but among
many business celebrities today, with her witty eloquence and smart mind, she was able
to deal with both sides with ease.
Less than an hour after the ceremony started, Dafeng Real Estate Company announced
that it had successively won several good pieces of land around Donghai City for
commercial development, and invested billions of dollars!
For a time, the media rushed to report, and the entire Donghai City was a sensation.
As soon as it was established, it has obtained such good resources with the momentum
of thunder, which is unique in the real estate industry of Donghai City.
Therefore, Dafeng Real Estate Company has become a leading enterprise in the local
industry in Donghai City in less than half a day.

And Zhao Lu, the general manager, also instantly became a man of the hour.
A reporter from Donghai Satellite TV came to interview Zhao Lu and gave her an
exclusive interview.
With so many resources, this woman is not easy.
Almost everyone who has seen Zhao Lu thinks this way.
But who knows, those pieces of land were arranged by Yue Feng.
But no one knew that Yue Feng was the boss of this company. Everyone wanted to
flatter Zhao Lu, and for a while, the name Zhao Lu became famous in Donghai City.
Not only was she regarded as a goddess, she was also regarded as the first strong
woman in Donghai City. Many aristocratic sons threatened to pursue her.
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The weather in Donghai City is very strange, perhaps due to the influence of the coast,
it is hot during the day and cold at night.
But there is one place, even if it is hot, there are many people.
Ancient Rhyme Pavilion.
That’s right, there are street stalls at the entrance of Guyun Pavilion. They are all selling
antiques, and many antique lovers gather here, looking forward to picking them up. If
you find a leak, you won’t have to worry about it for the rest of your life.
In front of a few stalls, customers and stall owners were arguing with red faces.
There was a sound of an engine, and Yue Feng stopped the car. Glancing at the stall, I
made sure there was nothing good, so I went straight upstairs. When they arrived at the
Gu Yun attic, Xiao Yuruo had been waiting there for a long time.
Seeing him coming, Xiao Yuruo stepped on her high heels and asked with a smile,
“Why do you suddenly want to read this kind of weapon-related book?”
Xiao Yuruo is very strange. In the antique industry, weapon-related antiques are
relatively unpopular. Yes, what is Yue Feng doing researching this thing?
Yue Feng smiled: “It’s nothing, it’s just that I’ve been interested in ancient weapons
recently.”

Xiao Yuruo snorted, bit her lower lip, and said in a low voice, “What my dad said that
day was a bit too much, don’t worry about
it .” Before she could finish speaking, a blush appeared on Xiao Yuruo’s face.
It’s embarrassing to mention that. Three women were tied up, and Yue Feng was
standing in front of him. Anyone who saw this picture would definitely misunderstand it.
Yue Feng’s face was indifferent: “It’s okay, I didn’t take it to heart.”
Following that, Yue Feng asked casually, “Uncle Xiao now doesn’t get me wrong?”
Xiao Yuruo’s red lips parted slightly, thinking of what her father said, Immediately, he
felt uncomfortable.
Father said, you can be with Yue Feng, but he must divorce Liu Xuan, and can’t get
involved with other women…
The moment these words echoed in her ears, Xiao Yuruo only felt that her face was hot.
The heartbeat is even stronger.
You…wouldn’t really like Yue Feng, would you?
Enduring the mess in her heart, Xiao Yuruo whispered: “My dad doesn’t misunderstand,
I have explained it clearly.”
Yue Feng asked with a smile, “How did you explain it?”
“I…I just told the truth. Yeah.”
At this time, Xiao Yuruo was nervous, she was a shy little girl, and she was
indescribably charming.
Haha, I didn’t expect Xiao Yuruo’s shy look to be so beautiful.
Yue Feng laughed and wanted to continue teasing a few words, but when he saw the
person next to him, he dismissed the idea.
what’s the situation?
What happened between Miss and this Yue Feng? Why does the lady seem to be a
different person today?
At this time, Wang Ping, the person in charge of Gu Yun Pavilion, looked at him blankly,
his face full of confusion.

You must know that Xiao Yuruo has always been very cold in front of these employees,
and she never likes it.
But today, in front of this Yue Feng, he was in a coy and shy state.
The eldest lady won’t take a fancy to this door-to-door son-in-law, will she?
“If there is nothing in the store, I’ll go first.” At this time, Yue Feng also noticed that the
atmosphere in the store was not right, and said to Xiao Yuruo.
Xiao Yuruo nodded: “Okay.”
Yue Feng nodded and walked out of the ancient rhyme pavilion.
When I got outside, I was about to drive away when the phone in my pocket rang.
Seeing that it was an unfamiliar number, Yue Feng frowned and answered.
“Brother Feng, it’s me, He Tianyou.” As soon as the call was connected, He Tianyou’s
excited voice came over: “Brother Feng, my brothers and I have collected a lot of twocolor flowers, where can I give them to you?” He Tianyou said politely, but there was a
hint of anxiety in his tone.
Oh oh oh, it turned out to be a refining antidote.
Yue Feng nodded and invited him to Ziyu Company. The two-color flower is a good
thing. As long as you have this thing, you can refine a lot of medicinal herbs! For
example, the Quick Action Pill and the Sleeping Pill all require two-color flowers.
In the president’s office, in front of the desk, Yue Feng smiled.
Good guy, there are dozens of bicolor flowers.
It seems that He Tianyou didn’t talk big before, and there is indeed a place rich in
bicolor flowers.
Thinking in my heart, Yue Feng got busy.
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A few hours later…
Yue Feng put away the dozens of antidote that had been refined and wiped the sweat
from his forehead.

“Brother Feng, you are our reborn parents.” He Tianyou was so excited that he got the
antidote handed over by Yue Feng, and his eyes were wet.
Then, he took out a small jade token from his body: “Brother Feng, at this time, the jade
token of our Tongtian church master is a symbol of the hall master’s identity. I was in a
hurry last time, and I forgot to give it to brother Feng, brother Feng must be Keep it well,
if you encounter someone from Tongtian Sect and misunderstand, they will know that
you are their own when you show the jade card.”
Yue Feng nodded, took it and put it on his body, then patted He He On Tianyou’s
shoulder, he smiled and said, “Go and save the brothers quickly.”
He Tianyou nodded heavily, and then hurried away.
As soon as his forefoot left, Yue Feng couldn’t help but open the [Wuji Pill Technique].
Now that the raw materials are available, let’s see what kind of pills two-color flowers
can practice!
In the evening, the Liu family.
Liu Xuan and Zhao Lu were sitting on the sofa.
the weather is too hot. At this point they were wearing short skirts and holding ice cream
in their hands.
Liu Xuan said softly, “Xiao Lu, I didn’t expect you to suddenly become the boss of a real
estate company. Who do you know, who helped you invest?”
Liu Xuan knew too much about Zhao Lu’s situation.
Although her family was good and she had some connections in Donghai City, Liu Xuan
couldn’t believe it when such a big real estate company was suddenly established.
A trace of complexity flashed in Zhao Lu’s eyes, and she said with a smile, “A friend I
just met.”
She didn’t dare to say that this big man was Yue Feng.
“If you have a chance, let me know.” Liu Xuan said with interest, not noticing Zhao Lu’s
expression.
Zhao Lu was embarrassed, and then a smile appeared on her face: “Okay..Okay.”
At this time, Shen Man also came over. At this time, she was wearing jeans, really
mature and sexy. Compared with Zhao Lu and Liu Xuan, Yan Zhi did not give in at all:

“Xiao Lu, come and eat fruit. You have a bright future, and you will become the boss of
Dafeng Company all of a sudden.”
“Auntie is joking, but I’m not too I work for someone else. The boss is someone else.”
Zhao Lu smiled humbly.
Shen Man smiled disapprovingly and said, “It’s all the same, isn’t it the same with our
family Liu Xuan? It’s said that he is the manager of the Liu family’s enterprise, but isn’t
he actually helping the family make money?”
Shen Man said so with pride.
Zhao Lu smiled and was about to respond when the living room door was pushed open
and Yue Feng walked in.
After reading the book all afternoon, my eyes are dizzy. But the good news is that this
two-color flower is really a good thing! At least the raw materials for dozens of medicinal
herbs!
Liu Xuan’s face was full of joy: “Yue Feng, you’re back.”
Yue Feng nodded and said, “Zhao Lu is here, let’s talk.” Then he went straight upstairs.
Zhao Lu let out a sigh of relief and sat down.
On the contrary, Shen Man was a little unhappy. Seeing Yue Feng go upstairs, he
curled his lips: “What’s wrong with Yue Feng? Talking to Zhao Lu is so unruly. I don’t
know how to serve tea and pour water. It’s really a habit.
” The last time he received a necklace worth tens of millions from Yue Feng, Shen
Man’s attitude towards Yue Feng had changed a bit, but he had not completely changed
his mind.
Zhao Lu is doing well now, Yue Feng is so clueless, and he doesn’t know how to serve
tea and water!
“Auntie, it’s okay, it’s okay, I don’t drink water…” Zhao Lu said quickly.
Let Yue Feng serve him? What a joke!
When they got to the bedroom, Yue Feng couldn’t wait to take out the ancient book,
which Xiao Yuruo gave to himself, and which recorded weapons.
This ancient book looks a few years old, the cover is yellow, and there are several big
characters clearly written on it: Ancient Weapons.

Open the book and start looking for the Blood Drinking Sword. But before he could find
it, he heard the door open.
The sexy and charming Shen Man walked in and glared at Yue Feng: “Yue Feng, go
buy two clothes tomorrow. Don’t always wear tattered clothes. Now Xuan’er is the
chairman of the Liu family, don’t embarrass her!”
“Oh.” Yue Feng nodded. Seeing his expression, Shen Man showed displeasure: “The
Hao family
organized an outing. Dozens of families participated. Dress cleanly and don’t embarrass
Xuan’er. I will remind you one last time.”
?
He couldn’t help but think of Zhou Qin’s fiancé, Hao Jian.
An outing organized by their family?
“Did you hear what I said!” Shen Man was a little anxious: “Look at what you’re wearing,
what do you look like! You know how to embarrass Xuan’er!”
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an outing, why do you want to go shopping for clothes?
“Can I not go to this outing?” Yue Feng said.
Since it was an outing organized by the Hao family, that kid Hao Jian would definitely
go. Yue Feng didn’t want to see him either.
Shen Man glared at him: “Originally, it was impossible to take you to such a high-class
gathering. But now Xuan’er has a different status in the family, but the helm of the
company, you are her nominal husband, of course you have to follow Let ‘s go
together.”
“Oh.” Yue Feng muttered: “I see, I’ll go shopping for clothes in a while.”
“It’s about the same.” Shen Man said coldly, “It’s better to buy some decent clothes, I
don’t have money. If you want to, just let Xuan’er want it. Don’t always be poor and sour
and embarrass Xuan’er.”
Yue Feng nodded in agreement.
Shen Man said a few more words before turning around and leaving.

As soon as his forefoot left, Yue Feng couldn’t wait to take out the book of “Ancient
Weapons”.
The cover of this book has been worn out, and the writing on it can barely be seen.
Not only that, but there are some brown remnants on it, which should be blood. As you
can see, this book has gone through a lot of thrilling years.
No wonder the Xiao family is called an antique family, and there are such books.
With a murmur in his heart, Yue Feng began to read it carefully.
The weapon recorded on the first page is called Thor’s Hammer. It is said to be able to
attract thunder, and it is a fourth-stage blue-level weapon!
Yue Feng watched without blinking. It had been a long time since he had read a book
so seriously.
‘Qiankun Circle: Absorb the aura of Kunlun Mountains, nurtured and born. Invincible!
Weapon level: the fifth stage of the blue stage! Built-in skills: Infinite Universe! Weapon
Master: Nezha Third Prince. ‘
Thinking in my heart, I continued to look down.
‘Qinglong Yanyue Knife: The knife is nine feet long, extremely sharp, and can cut
through mountains and rocks! Weapon level: blue level three! Self-contained skills:
Collapsing Mountains and Slashing! Weapon master: Wu Sheng, Guan Yu. ‘
Looking at the weapons one after another, Yue Feng became more and more
interested. After a long time, he finally turned to the Blood Drinking Sword!
Looking at the contents of the book, Yue Feng was shocked!
‘Blood-drinking sword: like jade but not jade, like iron but not iron, extremely tough,
unusually sharp! Absorb the spiritual energy of heaven and earth! Weapon level: a red
stage. Own skill: drink blood! (When it is stained with human blood, the level of the
weapon will increase accordingly! The blood of living people must be absorbed. The
blood of beasts is invalid!). Weapon Owner: Unknown. ‘
Seeing the end, Yue Feng was extremely excited!
Haha, so I found a treasure.
Hahaha, can this weapon be upgraded? As long as you get human blood, you can keep
leveling up! No wonder it is called the Blood Drinking Sword!

In addition, the book also introduced that after the blood-drinking sword is successfully
recognized as its master, it can be melted into the blood when it is not in use. When you
want to use it, you only need to move your mind to summon it.
Yue Feng took a deep breath and held the blood-drinking sword. With a thought, he saw
the blood-drinking sword disappear out of thin air!
Yue Feng knew that the sword had been integrated into his blood.
“The sword is coming!” Yue Feng groaned. I saw a flash of red light, and the Blood
Drinking Sword was summoned directly!
Hahaha! Baby, this is definitely a sword, hahaha!
I was excited when I heard Shen Man’s dissatisfied voice from downstairs.
“Yue Feng, hurry down.”
Yue Feng took a deep breath, put away the ancient book, hid the sword, and walked out
of the room.
“What’s wrong?”
“Come and sit down.” Shen Man said angrily: “This spring outing is very important, there
are more than a dozen families participating: the Hao family, the Xiao family, the Bai
family, the Qin family, and our Liu family, etc. Wait. Hundreds of people in total! These
people are all good-natured, don’t talk nonsense and embarrass Xuan’er. Now Xuan’er
is the helm of the Liu family.”
This event, in name, is a spring outing, allowing everyone to eat and drink Playing, in
fact, is the connection of various families with each other’s feelings.
In the upper class, one more friend leads to more paths. In this spring outing, all the
families played together for a few days, maybe they could negotiate some projects and
make many friends.
“Oh, I see. I won’t talk nonsense.” Yue Feng nodded.
Xiao’s family is also going? Xiao Yuruo, as the eldest miss of the Xiao family, will
definitely participate.
Thinking of Xiao Yuruo, a shy and charming face appeared in Yue Feng’s mind.
Immediately thinking of the Bai family, Yue Feng couldn’t help but ask: “When our Liu
family’s money was all defrauded, didn’t Bai Yiyun, the head of the Bai family, cut off
business relations with our Liu family? Why? They also participated. ?”

Liu Xuan smiled softly: “In the shopping mall, there are only permanent interests, no
permanent enemies. Before because of my dad, our family’s money was gone, and their
Bai family really stopped cooperating with us, but the Liu family’s crisis has passed.
After that, they took the initiative to come to the door again.”
Hearing this, Yue Feng smiled disdainfully.
“This spring outing, we must make a lot of friends.” Liu Xuan said: “When the time
comes, don’t talk nonsense, just follow me.”
“Okay.” Yue Feng smiled: “I am your little boy. attendant.”
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